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Goals
 Awareness of different data sources
 Introduction to newest tool, TCDS
 Learn how to use TCDS
 Learn how to use data from TCDS
 AADT
 Start Times
Available Traffic Data Resources
 Traffic Statistics Internet Page
 Interactive Traffic Data Map
 Traffic Count Database System 
provided by Midwestern Software 
Solutions (MS2)
Traffic Statistics Internet Page
 www.in.gov/indot/2720.htm
Interactive Traffic Data Map
 https://entapps.indot.in.gov/TrafficCounts/
Interactive Traffic Data Map
 Clicking on a Traffic Count Station opens an 
information bubble with more current count 
information






 Access to most current data
 View raw data
 View data by roadway, direction, or 
individual lane
 Customize lists using advanced search 
tools
 Shortened turnaround time for data 
availability
 Data from partner Agencies (MPO/RPO)
TCDS Features
 Search and Advanced Search
 Summary of current and historic data
 Map Layers
 List View and Export
 Calendar View
 Reports (Users with login credentials)
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 Reports (login required)
Using Data from TCDS - AADT
 AADT = Annual Average Daily Traffic
 Ideal: Collect data continuously all year, 
divide total by 365.
 Reality: Permanent sites malfunction or data 
doesn’t pass Quality Control; Too expensive 
to collect everywhere all the time.
 Solution: Short Term Counts and Adjustment 
Factors 
Using Data from TCDS - AADT
 Calculating AADT
AADT = ADT * SF * WF * AF
 ADT: Average Daily Traffic (minimum 2 days)
 SF: Seasonal Adj. Factor based on Month data 
collected.
 WF: Weekday Adj. Factor based on day of week data 
collected.
 AF: Axle Adj. Factor to remove excess vehicles from 
unclassified counts.
 Adjustment Factors developed from 
permanent sites
Using Data from TCDS – Start Times
 TCDS manages data in 24 hour blocks
 TCDS lists start date and time
 Hourly Data above start time actually 
occur on following day.
 Only relevant if trying to calculate AADT 
since different day of week factor would 
be applied.
Questions
